The Joshua Code: 52 Scripture Verses Every Believer Should Know
Synopsis

Discover the secret Joshua gave the Israelites for prosperity and success. The Israelites finally had land and the opportunity to start anew. Their leader, Joshua, spoke wisely about how to follow God’s law and how to be successful. Joshua 1:8 says, “This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, that you may observe to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have good success.” The Joshua CodeTM is a challenge to keep the Word in our mouths through memorization and in our hearts through meditation. The fifty-two chapters in this volume are designed to lead you on a yearlong journey by spending each week memorizing and meditating on one Scripture verse so that it becomes a living part of your very being. Topics include grace, temptation, the three levels of prayer, fruit of the spirit, and more. The outlines in each chapter can also be used by the busy pastor or Bible teacher for guiding their members. God’s Word is powerful and profitable when studied and applied by anyone, the young and the seasoned believer alike. “You will both enjoy and profit from reading The Joshua Code. His emphasis upon the importance of Scripture memorization vibrates once more the lost chord of hiding God's Word in your heart.”- Dr. John Edmund Haggai, Founder and CEO, Haggai Institute

“The Joshua Code literally cracks the code that every leader struggles with: In these uncertain times, with uncertain outcomes, how can a leader put first things first? The example of Joshua memorizing and meditating on God's Word moves us from success to significance. Most of all, the emphasis on Scripture memory fits in perfectly with our matrix at Student Leadership University that you will be the same person five years from now, except for the books you read, the people you meet, the places you go, and the things you memorize.”- Dr. Jay Strack, President & Founder, Student Leadership University

“The Joshua Code is impacting our whole church as we memorize the Scriptures together. Each week the Scripture verse appears in our announcements and on Sunday evenings the verse is recited as a group and the devotional thoughts are read then discussed. This is bringing us together as a family around the Word of God.”- Dr. Thomas Sherwood, Long Falls Church, Carthage, New York

“Whether on the football field or the field of life you need a playbook. My friend, O.S. Hawkins’ new book, The Joshua Code, is a great resource in understanding the 52 verses every believer should know. I read it regularly in my own devotions and enthusiastically recommend it to my family, friends and fans.” - Roger Staubach, NFL Hall of Fame Quarterback

Book Information
Three reasons why you should buy this book as a gift this Christmas: Firstly, because of its rich content. Secondly, the book is an easy read; you can pick it up and set it down at your convenience as it is divided into 52 lessons. Lastly, the cover and overall design of the book makes it an attractive gift as opposed to an ordinary paperback. I really enjoyed this book—bought 25 copies and plan to give them to family and friends. Ray Nixon Dallas, TX

Great book. Really good way to get into the Word & memorize it in bite size amounts. :) Give it a try! Good explanations on the verses too. Helps with the memorization.

"The Joshua Code is impacting our whole church as we memorize the scriptures together. Each week the scripture verse appears in our announcements and on Sunday evenings the verse is recited as a group and the devotional thoughts are read and then discussed. This is bringing us together as a family around the Word of God."

great explanation on scripture. Wonderful tips to help commit scripture to memory. Handy size, nice cover. Quality all around, inside and out.

love this small book with the wonderful scriptural content. You can use it each day or each week and meditate on the reflections. Great insights! For instance on the 23rd psalm, the author write the
following on the first verse: "The Lord Is My Shepherd, and takes the five words to give the reader a wonderful insight to meditate on: The, is not A Lord, but THE Lord, the only Lord, the King of Kings! He is preeminent. The IS talks about that He is present NOW, alive and resurrected, not just a great leader from the past. The MY is personal, not only available for everyone IF you believe Jesus is the Son of God, but He cares for you and me. And lastly, He gives us PROTECTION because He is our Shepherd. Preeminent, Present, Personal and Protective......and this is just one sample.

Would highly recommend buying this!

I would recommend this book for every Christian, particularly for believers who do not know the Scriptures well. The scriptures chosen are some of the most insightful in the Bible. I simply loved the book, and it has truly enhanced my understanding.

This book is by far one of the best books I’ve ever purchased. I recommend it to everyone. Very inspiring and thought provoking.

I’ve ordered this book multiple times. It is a great gift for the recent graduate and the faux leather cover is actually good. Within the first few pages there is a blank page that is suitable for writing a nice note.
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